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Automatic weigher W –50
For weighing potatoes, onions etc in 3–25 (50) kg batches

Weigher W-50.
These automatic weighers are
intended for weighing potatoes,
onions and other similar products
in batches of 3-25 (50) kg.
The double geared motors and the
fine and coarse feed belts, combined with the damper of the fine
belt made for accurate yet rapid
weighing into predefined batch
weights.

EMVE I ÅSTORP AB
P.O. Box 144
265 22  ÅSTORP, Sweden

The inside of the scales is coated
with fall breaking material to ensure gentle handling.
Wheeled support legs and a sack
supporter can be adjusted to suit
individual operators.
The weigher is supplied with  electrical wiring and digital electronic
weighing system.
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Capacity .................................................................................................... approx. 5 t/h in 10 kg batches
Drive unit ................................................................................................................. Two 0,37 kW motors
Compressed air supply . .................................................................................................... 3 bar, 25 l/min
Electrical connections . ............................................... wired for 3-phase N/PE~, 230/400 V, 50 Hz, 16 A

Batches are emptied into paper,
netting or plastic bags, or into
boxes, by pressing a foot pedal or
pushing a button.
Weighers are supplied complete
with electronic scale. Scale permit settings for batch weights,
resetting and weight-controlled

emptying.
An automatic tare system ensures that weight values are
always correct even if dirt should
fasten on the scales.
The weigher can also be used
for 200 kg boxes or more. This is

made by multiple dumps to a pre
set total weight.
For machines for weighing carrots, swedes and other long or
large products, see Brochure
Weigher W-25

Återförsäljare:
Available in stainless steel

Tack vare den fortlöpande tekniska utvecklingen förändras specifikationer och utförande kontinuerligt utan föregående meddelande.

